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Every student received a link to a Google form for providing feedback, since gathering data 
online is not only easy but also saves a lot of valuable resources like time and paper. A 
questionnaire with about ten different types of questions is given to the students through the 
Google Form.  Pie diagrams are created after analysis of the responses to each question. 
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General Comments: 

 Overall good. 
 Awesome College. 
 I am very satisfies my college  education system and our teachers behaviour. 
 Education system and teacher faculty in this college are excellent. They are very 

much cooperative. They motivate us in every time. 
 Efforts should be made for more placement of the students 
 Geography department is good and teachers are also good with the interaction of the 

students...    If I'm talk about the union then i will say that are not good for me or like 
my kind of student. 

 Our college is very well and helpful for any kind of problem. 
 I learned many new things from my teachers who were very helpful in every way they 

could. 
 Please be more helpful to students in the administration office. 
 Teachers are good and they motivate us every time. They complete our practical 

syllabus effectively. 
 All the faculty teachers and office staffs are so helpful. 
 According to My point of view overall poor. 
 Sir and madam are too much enthusiastic to achieve new things. 
 I wish that routine could be more convenient from the next time as some days I only 

have one class and some other day I have like 2 to 3 hours of gap between two 
classes. It would be helpful if the class break or the no of classes could be adjusted 
and one more thing I would like to request that if the girl’s common room could have 
a sitting arrangement as we are not allowed to sit in some other classes during our free 
period and in the library people tend to talk too so I stay in the common room but 
when I keep standing for two hours then my legs starts aching. Thank you. 

 I'm perusing B.Sc. in chemistry honours at this college and all our staffs and teachers 
are so co-operative and supportive. 

 It is good; I like all the facilities available here. 
 I wanted to commend you on your exceptional performance at our college. Your 

commitment to academic excellence and positive impact on the campus community 
are truly commendable. Keep up the great work! 

 My overall experience was excellent. But I do think that our college still have more 
room to improvement. I believe our college improved a lot in future and provide 
better studying environment. 

                                                                  


